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MEMORANDUM 
 

 

Date:  January 8, 2016  

To:  Representative Tony Klein 

  Senator Chris Bray 

From:  Jon Copans, Public Service Department    
 
Subject: Response to Joint Energy Committee Questions Regarding Energy Efficiency Investments 

 

 

Introduction 

This report was prepared at the request of the Vermont Legislature’s Joint Energy Committee pursuant 

to its charge under 2015 Acts and Resolves No. 56, section 14b. In order to address the committee’s 

questions, the Department of Public Service conducted an analysis of verified savings reported by 

Energy Efficiency Utilities (EEUs) as well as data on wholesale electric costs from 2000-2014. This report 

quantifies the historic and projected results of EEU activities across three categories: avoided electric 

energy purchases, avoided electric capacity purchases, and regional network service charge savings.  

The Department finds that from 2000 through 2014, ongoing reductions in electricity consumption 

attributable to EEU programs has saved a cumulative total of $473 million in wholesale costs, 

approximately $50 million more than ratepayers have paid to fund EEU programs over this time (in 2015 

dollars). Potentially tens of millions more in utility capital expenses associated with the expansion and 

maintenance of local transmission and distribution systems have also been saved, but an exact estimate 

of the “T&D” costs avoided by investments in efficiency is beyond the scope of this analysis. Counting 

only wholesale cost savings has shown EEU programs to have provided substantial net financial benefits 

to ratepayers, without even considering avoided retail (local T&D) costs. Other non-financial benefits of 

energy efficiency programs, such as those associated with the reduction of generator emissions are also 

not addressed in this document.  

Using current forecasts for the wholesale price of electricity, the Department projects that these 

ratepayer benefits will grow as past efficiency investments continue to reduce electricity consumption 

and as EEUs carry out plans for additional future investments. The expected value of all EEU investments 

made to date (in 2015 dollars), assuming no additional measures installed after 2015, is around $435 

million. No future ratepayer funding will be required to realize this value since the efficiency measures 

that will save this electricity have already been installed. The additional investments that EEUs are 

planning to make over the next ten years (which will require additional ratepayer funding) are expected 

to be worth nearly $960 million dollars in cumulative avoided wholesale costs, an average of more than 

$95 million in wholesale cost savings each year through 2025 (in 2015 dollars). In contrast, the 

cumulative ratepayer cost of funding this continued investment is expected to be about $560 million, an 
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average of $56 million collected from ratepayers each year through 2025 (in 2015 dollars). This would 

mean that over the next decade the cumulative tally of net financial benefits to ratepayers will have 

risen from roughly $50 million already accounted for today, to more than $450 million by the end of 

2025.  

Historical Costs and Value of EEU Programs (millions of 2015 dollars) 

Ratepayer 
Funding  

2000 - 2014 

Cumulative 
Wholesale Costs 

Avoided 
2000 - 2014 

Net Ratepayer 
Savings  

2000 - 2014 

Unrealized 
Cumulative 

Value of 
Investment* 
2015 - 2025 

Total Current 
and Future 
Cumulative  

Savings 
by 2025* 

$425 $473 $48 $435 $483 

*EE = Energy Efficiency. Calculation assumes no future investments after the end of 2014. Total 

represents future wholesale costs expected to be avoided from measures installed from 2000-

2014 

Having accounted for the above-mentioned net cumulative financial savings, this brief then presents an 

analysis of , 1) how these cost-savings have been passed from utilities to their customers (see the Impact 

on Rates and Impact on Bills sections, and 2) the overall impact of EEU activities on the Vermont 

macroeconomy (see the Impact on Economy section). Due to the steady increase in ratepayer 

participation in EEU programs, individual utility customers have reduced their consumption of electricity 

by an average of 13% and are now paying an average of around 5% less in electricity bills as a result. This 

is despite the fact that these reductions in electricity consumption have put pressure on utilities to raise 

rates in order to ensure continued recovery of fixed costs over a reduced number of units of electricity 

sales. As of 2014, ratepayers as a whole are saving more money on their electricity bills (because of their 

past efficiency investments) than they are spending to install new efficiency measures, leaving more 

discretionary income for households and businesses to either spend throughout the Vermont economy 

or put into savings accounts.  

Note to the Committee: The first section of this document, titled Cost and Value of EEU Programs, 

answers all questions contained in the November 2015 request for information from the Committee 

except for the questions found under the heading, “Heating and fuel-process efficiency (unregulated 

fuels),” which are answered in a second section beginning after the appendix to the first section. The 

second section, responding to the Committee’s thermal efficiency questions, begins on page 23. 

Cost and Value of Vermont’s Energy Efficiency Utility Programs 

Avoided Wholesale Costs 
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DPS estimates that from the beginning of 2000 through 2014, EEU investments have avoided a 

cumulative total of more than 6.6 million MWh of electric power generation.1 During this period the 

amount of electric energy saved in each year has steadily increased, from about 50,000 MWh saved in 

2000, to nearly 900,000 MWh saved in 2014. This rapid year-over-year growth in electricity savings is a 

natural consequence of the long-lived nature of the return on investments in efficiency; measures 

installed in any one year will reduce electricity consumption for several years to come — for as many as 

20 or 30 years into the future for some measures.  

As EEU program budgets have grown and more efficiency measures have been installed, recurring 

electricity savings from ongoing investment in efficiency have accumulated to the point that retail 

consumption in 2014 was more than 13% lower than it would have otherwise been without this history 

of efficiency investments. Similarly, Vermont’s peak demand for electricity in 2014 — the level of 

consumption to which local grid infrastructure must be built and maintained — was more than 100 MW 

lower because of EEU investments.2  

Exhibit 1 

 

In the absence of these reductions in electricity consumption, Vermont utilities would likely have relied 

on purchases from wholesale electricity markets to supply the power that was saved by efficiency 

investments. DPS estimates that from the beginning of 2000 through 2014, the cumulative financial 

costs of those market purchases would have totaled almost $480 million (in 2015 dollars), an amount 

that ultimately would had to have been collected from ratepayers if not for the demand-side efficiency 

improvements enabled by EEU programs. These avoided power supply costs can be broken down into 

two separate categories: avoided market purchases of electric energy, and avoided market purchases of 

electric capacity.  

                                                           
1 For reference, Vermont utilities have sold almost 85 million MWh over this time.  
2 For reference, Vermont’s peak demand in 2014 was around 950 MW.  
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Avoided electric energy purchases have been the dominant source of cost savings for electric utilities, 

totaling around $386 million cumulatively from 2000 through 2014 (in 2015 dollars). Avoided electric 

capacity purchases have historically been a smaller source of cost savings for electric utilities, totaling 

around $35 million cumulatively from 2000 through 2014 (in 2015 dollars).  

In addition to avoiding wholesale market purchases, EEU investments have also reduced the charges 

that utilities must pay to cover the revenue requirement of the Independent System Operator of New 

England (ISO-NE). These “Regional Network Service” (RNS) charges can be thought of as the local utility’s 

share of the overall cost to maintain and upgrade the bulk transmission facilities relied on by all 

wholesale market participants in the New England region. Since 2000, Vermont utilities have paid more 

than $500 million in RNS charges (in 2015 dollars). DPS estimates that, were it not for EEU investments 

during this period, Vermont ratepayers would have paid about $52 million more for regional network 

service. 

Exhibits 1 and 2 below present DPS’s estimates of the total wholesale electricity cost savings in each 

year from 2000 through 2014 that have resulted from the avoided market purchases of electricity 

(energy and capacity) and avoided RNS charges that past investment in efficiency has made possible. In 

these Exhibits, it can be seen how the cost-savings benefit of efficiency measures installed in a given 

year have recurred over subsequent years. For example the majority of the wholesale cost savings in 

2005 were the result of measures installed years previous to 2005 (some having been installed even 

before 2000), but which were still  saving significant amounts of electricity that many years later.3 Thus, 

the wholesale electricity cost savings from EEU investments have generally increased year over year as 

EEUs installed more and more measures that continue to reduce electricity consumption years after the 

those investments were made.4

                                                           
3 The measures installed before 2000 were done by BED. EVT was appointed an EEU in 2000 and does not claim 
any savings prior to then. 
4 In a given year, the total amount of cost savings from avoided electric energy purchases depends both on the 
number of MWhs saved by EEU investments and the prevailing price of market electricity during the hours that 
those MWhs are saved. The average hourly market price of electricity since 2000 has ranged from as low as $38 
per MWh to more than $94 per MWh (in 2015 dollars), and it is worth pointing out that there have been two 
instances in which the market price of electricity has fallen significantly enough to dampen the general trend of 
year over year increases in cost savings from avoided electric energy purchases; once from 2008 to 2009, when the 
average hourly price of electricity fell from $91 per MWh down to $46 per MWh (in 2015 dollars, a 50% decrease), 
and again from 20011 to 2012 when the average hourly price fell from $50 pr MWh to $38 per MWh (in 
2015dollars, a nearly 25% decrease).  
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Exhibit 2 
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Exhibit 3 

 Wholesale cost saving and ratepayer expense, by year (millions of 2015 dollars)  

 

Year 

Avoided Wholesale Costs of Electricity            
(millions of 2015 dollars) 

Collected 
from 

Ratepayers Energy Capacity RNS Charge Total 

2000 2.9 0.0 0.1 3.0 11.2 

2001 4.5 0.1 0.1 4.6 12.6 

2002 5.8 0.1 0.2 6.0 13.9 

2003 11.3 0.2 0.3 11.8 15.7 

2004 14.6 0.3 0.4 15.3 17.5 

2005 25.9 0.5 0.7 27.2 21.2 

2006 23.7 0.7 1.1 25.5 26.2 

2007 29.5 2.2 1.8 33.5 24.4 

2008 45.0 3.1 3.3 51.4 32.9 

2009 25.5 4.1 4.7 34.3 33.6 

2010 34.8 5.1 5.6 45.4 39.6 

2011 36.2 5.3 6.7 48.2 42.8 

2012 29.6 4.5 8.1 42.1 42.3 

2013 45.5 4.2 9.1 58.8 43.6 

2014 51.4 4.5 9.9 65.8 47.8 

Cumulative 
2000-2014 

386.2 34.9 52.1 472.9 425.3 

Expected Value 
of Investment 
as of 2015 

320 55 65 435 N/A 

Cumulative 
2016-2025 

662 162 134 958 560 

 

 

The cumulative value of all wholesale cost savings from 2000 through 2015 was $473 million (in 2015 

dollars). In contrast Vermont ratepayers have paid about $425 million (in 2015 dollars) to fund the 
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programs that avoided these wholesale costs.5 Consequently, there has been a cumulative net savings to 

ratepayers as a whole of more than $50 million over this time (in 2015 dollars).6  

However, it is important to emphasize that this $65 million sum does not capture the full value of the 

EEU investments made since 2000, since many of the efficiency measures installed in the past will 

continue to save wholesale electricity costs for several years to come without any additional ratepayer 

funding. As of 2015, DPS expects that the EEU portfolio of active efficiency measures will save a total of 

almost 6 million MWh over the next three decades — almost as much electricity as has already been 

saved since 2000 — without the need for any additional program monies.7 Assuming current forecasts 

for wholesale electricity prices, DPS estimates that the present value (in 2015 dollars) of the future 

wholesale costs savings associated with EEU investments over the 2000-2014 time frame is in the range 

of $400 to $500 million. Factoring in the additional efficiency investments that EEUs are planning to 

make over the next 10 years, DPS projects that wholesale cost savings will continue to exceed the 

ratepayer costs required to fund EEU programs. With today’s price forecasts for electricity and capacity, 

the wholesale costs avoided by expected future EEU investments will increase faster than the growth in 

funding necessary to make those investments. As shown in Exhibit 4 below, by 2025, wholesale cost 

savings could be as much as 75% greater than the cost to run the program in that year (compared to a 

roughly 30% margin between savings and costs in 2014).  The Department projects that the additional 

investments EEUs are planning to make over this horizon will be worth nearly one billion dollars in 

cumulative avoided wholesale costs, an average of more than $90 million in wholesale cost savings each 

year through 2025 (in 2015 dollars). The cumulative ratepayer cost of funding this continued investment 

is expected to be about $620 million, an average of around $62 million collected from ratepayers each 

year. This would mean that over the next decade the cumulative net financial benefits to ratepayers will 

have risen from roughly $50 million in 2014, to more than $500 million by the end of 2025.

                                                           
5 Individual customers that participate in EEU programs have also borne some of the upfront costs of reducing 
their electricity usage. From 2000-2014 these participant costs have totaled around $267 million (in 2015 dollars). 
This amount was not however, passed on to ratepayers. For a detailed breakdown of the composition of EEU 
spending, see Exhibit A-1 in the appendix to this document. 
6 In addition to avoided wholesale costs, efficiency investments are also likely to have avoided at least some 
amount of the ongoing cost of maintaining and expanding local transmission and distribution systems. Exactly how 
much “T&D” costs have been avoided by EEU investments is a complicated question requiring elaborate and 
intricate analysis that has not been conducted for Vermont in almost a decade. For reference, in 2014 Vermont 
utilities spent over $143 million on local T&D. It is conceivable that without EEU investments, this total could have 
been 10% to 20% higher.  
 
7 See Exhibit A-2 in the appendix of this document for the projections of the electricity savings associated with 
plans for future EEU investment 
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Avoided Retail Costs 

In addition to avoiding wholesale costs, efficiency investments have also very likely avoided some 

amount of the cost of maintaining and expanding local transmission and distribution systems—known as 

“T&D” costs. These retail-side costs do not tend to vary much due to minor changes in electricity 

consumption so it is difficult to precisely estimate exactly how much cost-savings EEU investments might 

have caused since 2000. Utilities in Vermont spend well over $100 million per year on local T&D 

expenses (representing 10% to 20% of all utility costs), and it is conceivable that without EEU programs 

this total would have been anywhere from $5 to $20 million higher in each year since 2000. Without 

extensive additional analysis, it is not currently possible to reliably estimate the total retail costs that 

efficiency investments have avoided. DPS is planning to undertake such an analysis before the next cycle 

of EEU planning is complete but makes no attempt to estimate avoided T&D costs in this study.  

Impact on Rates 

As shown in Exhibits 2 and 3 above, starting in 2005, EEU investments have generally saved more in 

utility wholesale expenses than it has cost ratepayers to fund EEU programs. Even with the energy 

efficiency charge added to their bills, ratepayers as a whole have been paying a lower total dollar 

amount to utilities than if utilities had supplied the electricity that was saved by EEU investments with 

resales of electricity purchased from the wholesale market.  

However, this does not imply that EEU programs have caused the electricity rates paid by end-users to 

go down. There are several categories of utility expense that are not reduced when customer electricity 

consumption declines. A significant amount of a utility’s overall cost of service is fixed and must be 

recovered regardless of the changing volumes of customer consumption. These fixed costs include 

capital expenses such as poles, wires, transformers and substations, as well as other administrative and 

overhead costs.  If utilities sell a lower number of kilowatt-hours than expected because of efficiency 

improvements undertaken by their customers, they will have to raise the per kilowatt-hour rate that 

those customers are charged in order to avoid under-collecting their fixed costs. In a rate-making regime 

such as Vermont’s, where a majority of utilities’ fixed costs are recovered through volumetric rates (a 

per kilowatt-hour charge), any structural reduction in retail usage will result in “stranded costs” that 

would not be collected without an increase in rates. 

If it were the case that reductions in electricity consumption reduced a utility’s cost of service by a 

proportional amount—for example if a 10% reduction in consumption resulted in a 10% reduction in 

costs—then electricity rates would not be affected by EEU investments at all. As shown in Exhibit 5, the 

reality has been that, on average from 2000 through 2014, for each percentage reduction in electricity 

consumption from efficiency improvements, utility costs have declined by approximately two-thirds of a 

percent. Thus, between the addition of the energy efficiency charge to customer bills and the reduction 

in electricity consumption by EEU program participants, retail electricity rates have tended to be higher 

than if no EEU programs had ever been put into place. For a more detailed depiction of the historical 

and projected rate impacts of EEU programs on residential and business customer classes, see Exhibits 

A-3 through A-5 in the appendix of this document.  
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Exhibit 5 

 

 

Impact on Bills 

Despite the upward pressure on electricity rates from demand-side efficiency improvements, the 

majority of individual ratepayers are paying lower electricity bills now than if there never been any EEU 

programs for them to take advantage of.  As shown in Exhibit 6 below, per customer consumption of 

electricity has declined by more than 11 per cent since 2000 (overall, across customer classes), a direct 

result of steadily increasing ratepayer participation in EEU programs. In the absence of the customer 

efficiency improvements stimulated by EEU programs over this time, DPS estimates that per customer 

electricity consumption in 2014 would have been higher than the levels of 15 years ago.  

Overall, lower per customer consumption has meant lower bills for those ratepayers who have 

participated in EEU programs. For those ratepayers who have not participated in EEU programs, their 

annual consumption is much the same as it was in 2000 and the upward pressure on rates (from the 

efficiency improvements made by other ratepayers) has meant higher bills. DPS estimates that in 2000, 

between 10% to 20% of Vermont’s then 325,000 ratepayers had participated in an EEU program, and 
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that by the end of 2014 as many as 90% of Vermont’s then 362,000 ratepayers had participated in an 

EEU program.8 

Exhibit 6 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 6 above shows the decline in per customer consumption of electricity within each customer class 
that has resulted from ratepayer participation in EEU programs. For residential customers, per customer 
consumption has gone from 7,100 kWh in 2000 to 6,800 kWh in 2014—13% less than if no EEU 
investments had ever been made in that sector. For business customers, per customer consumption has 

                                                           
8 Reliable information on the number of unique participants in EEU programs and the distribution of electricity 
savings across these participants does not currently exist. DPS’s estimates are consistent with a scenario in which 
residential and business participants in EEU programs are reducing their consumption of electricity by between 5% 
and 10% on average in 2000 and by between 10% to 15% on average in 2014.  
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gone from 85,500 kWh per year to 66,200 kWh per year—14% less than if no EEU investments had ever 
been made in that sector.  

To illustrate the benefits to program participants implied by this trend, an individual residential or 
business customer who participated in EEU programs in 2000 might have reduced their annual 
consumption by 5% (from say 6,000 kWh per year to 5,700 kWh per year for the residential customer; 
from 40,000 kWh per year to 38,000 kWh per year for the business customer).9 As a result their annual 
bills in subsequent years would have been almost $40 to $50 lower for the residential customer and 
$200 to $250 lower for the business customer. By 2014 the residential customer will have saved a 
cumulative total of around $640 and the business customer will have saved a cumulative total of more 
than $3,000. 

 If the same hypothetical customers had made no investment in efficiency in 2000 and continued to 
consume 6,000 kWh (residential) and 40,000 kWh (business) respectively each year through 2014, their 
annual bill in subsequent years would be higher because of the upward pressure on rates exerted by the 
reduction in consumption by other ratepayers who did participate in EEU programs. By 2014, the non-
participating residential customer might have paid $1000 more in cumulative electricity bills (since 2000) 
than in a scenario without any rate impact from EEU programs. The non-participating business customer 
would have paid more than $4,000 more in cumulative electricity bills. In actuality, the majority of 
Vermont ratepayers have participated in EEU programs at some point over the past 15 years and have 
likely reduced their consumption by at least 2% to 3%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
9 The usage of this hypothetical business customer is more in line with typical commercial sector consumption 
patterns than industrial levels of consumption, which tend to be significantly higher. 
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Exhibit 7 
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Exhibit 7 above shows that though ratepayers as a whole have generally experienced lower bills since 
2005 because of participation in EEU programs (as indicated by the green area falling below the zero 
mark of the x axis), these savings have not been evenly distributed across all ratepayers. The total 
amount of electricity bill savings experienced by EEU program participants has grown from around $2 to 
$4 million in 2000, to $30 to $35 million in 2014. But because of the impact of EEU investments on 
electricity rates those customers who did not participate in EEU programs at all over this period have 
generally experienced higher electricity bills than if EEU programs did not exist. DPS estimates that in 
2000, between 80% and 90% of ratepayers had not participated in EEU programs and that these non-
participating customers were paying between $8 and $10 million more in electricity bills because of the 
impact of EEU programs on rates ( i.e. the reduction in consumption). As program participation has 
increased and more ratepayers have reduced their electricity consumption, the number of customers 
exposed to the higher rates has fallen. The costs faced by those remaining non-participating ratepayers 
though has tended to creep upward, as more and more reductions in consumption by participating 
ratepayers has exerted increasing upward pressure on rates. DPS estimates that in 2014, only between 
10% and 20% of ratepayers  had not participated in EEU programs, and that these non-participating 
customers were collectively paying $9 to $11 million more in electricity bills because of the impact of 
EEU programs on rates. Thus, for the minority of ratepayers who have not reduced their electricity 
consumption by participating in EEU programs, electricity bills are currently more than 10% higher than 
if EEU programs did not exist. Exhibit 8 below presents the results of DPS’s analysis of the rate and bill 
impact of EEU programs on all ratepayers as a whole, including projections for the next 10 years. For a 
more detailed depiction of the historical and projected bill impacts of EEU programs on residential and 
business customer classes, see exhibits A-3 through A-5 in the appendix of this document. 
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Exhibit 8 
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Impact on Economy 

The funding of EEU programs (via the energy efficiency charge) creates a stream of spending that 

originates from ratepayers and flows to both the EEUs and the manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and 

installers of the equipment that EEUs choose to incentivize their program participants to purchase 

(through consumer subsidies). Program participants pay the balance of the cost of the incentivized 

efficiency measure out of their own private budgets. This outlay by program participants is a capital 

investment that will be paid back over time through reduced future electricity bills.   

In 2014, ratepayers paid a total of approximately $47 million in energy efficiency charges. Roughly half 

of this total ($23 million) went toward the payment of incentives and subsidies to consumers and 

retailers, which in turn was used to purchase energy efficient equipment manufactured by out of state 

producers of capital and consumer goods (thus flowing largely to firms and workers outside of 

Vermont). The other half of this total ($24 million) went toward the operating costs of the EEUs, 

including wage and salary payments to staff and management responsible for administering programs 

and supporting customers. Program participants’ contribution to the cost of efficiency measures in 2014 

was $26 million, a nearly equal amount as was paid to them in incentives by EEUs.  

Each of these spending flows impacts the economy in different ways. Payment of the energy efficiency 

charge and investment of participant funds in efficiency will leave less immediate discretionary income 

to be spent throughout the economy. Purchases of efficient equipment and spending by EEUs on their 

own personnel and supply chain purchases will direct some but not all of that ratepayer and participant 

expenditure toward Vermont firms and workers. The electricity bill savings experienced by program 

participants is also likely to be at least partially spent with Vermont firms and will thus help to offset the 

effects of higher rates on the discretionary income of non-participants.  

Exhibit 9 below presents DPS’s estimate of the combined impact of these spending flows on Vermont 

GSP and employment in 2014.10  In these tables it can be seen that the negative impact of increased 

rates, which reduces discretionary spending in DPS’s analysis, is effectively completely offset by the 

positive impact of the increase in discretionary spending by program participants who are paying less in 

electricity bills (compare rows 1 and 2 with rows 3 through 5). In the aggregate, DPS finds there was very 

little change in GSP or employment in 2014 caused by EEU programs.11 However it is important to realize 

that this essentially neutral macroeconomic outcome is largely a result of the fact that ratepayers as a 

whole are currently spending about as much on new investments in efficiency as they are saving on their 

electricity bills from past efficiency investments. This means that even though many individual 

customers have seen their discretionary incomes increase because of their past efficiency investments 

(and are likely spending some of this income into the Vermont economy), on net the increase in 

aggregate discretionary income in 2014 was modest—around $4 million (see row 5 of Exhibit 8 tables).  

                                                           
10 This spending multiplier and all other multipliers described in DPS’s analysis was estimated using the structural 
macroeconomic model developed and licensed by Regional Economic Models Incorporated, commonly known as 
REMI.  
11 For reference Vermont GSP in 2014 was more than $33 billion and the level of employment was around 347,000. 
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To elaborate this point, in 2014 all ratepayers who had participated in EEU programs since 2000 were 

collectively savings around $30 million on their electricity bills (see Exhibit 7 above). Many of these 

ratepayers are likely to have already had their efficiency investments paid back by 2014 and would be 

experiencing an increase in discretionary income in 2014 as a result of their past participation in EEU 

programs. For example, a residential customer who contributed $200 to the cost of purchasing and 

installing an efficiency measure in 2000 will have saved enough in electricity bill costs to have fully paid 

off that investment within 3 to 5 years (assuming a reduction in annual consumption of between 4% to 

5%, from 6,000 to 5,7000 kWh per year). After that, this household would have freed up an average of 

around $50 per year that would have either been spent throughout the economy or put away in savings 

accounts. Similarly, an individual business participant that contributed $2,000 to the cost of purchasing 

and installing an efficiency measure in 2000 will have also paid off their investment within 3 to 5 years 

(assuming a 4% to 5% reduction in consumption). After that, this business will have freed up more than 

$200 annually for discretionary use (such as for other capital investments or increased hiring).    

DPS projects that over the next decade, as participation in EEU programs levels off, total ratepayer 

savings from past efficiency investments will continue to exceed total participant spending on new 

efficiency investments and will do so by increasing margins. In 2025, for example, there may be as much 

as a $15 million net increase in aggregate discretionary income that could be spent into the economy, 

increasing GDP by $6 to $12 million and raising employment by 90 to 165 jobs.
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Exhibit 9 

Impact of EEU Activities on Vermont GSP in 2014 (millions of nominal $) 

 
Initial Change in 

Spending 
Spending 
Multiplier 

Change in GSP 

1 Ratepayer Cost -47 0.6 -28 

2 Participant Outlay -26 0.6 -15 

3 Equipment Sales +49 0.2 +10 

4 EEU Operations +24 1.2 +29 

5 Participant Saving +4 0.6 +2 

6 Net Impact +4 N/A -2 

 

Impact of EEU Activities on Vermont Employment in 2014 (individual jobs) 

 
Initial Change in 

Spending 
Spending 
Multiplier 

Change in 
Employment 

1 Ratepayer Cost -47 8 -376 

2 Participant Outlay -26 8 -208 

3 Equipment Sales +49 3 +147 

4 EEU Operations +24 20 +480 

5 Participant Saving +4 8 +32 

6 Net Impact +4 N/A +75 
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Appendix 

 

Exhibit A-1 

The table below shows a summary of annual spending by Efficiency Vermont (EVT) since 2000.  

Burlington Electric Department’s (BED) energy efficiency program spending, which has comprised  about 

6% of the total electric EEU budgets since 2012, is not included in this summary.   

EVT Spending (nominal $) 

  
  

Resource Acquisition 
 

Non-Resource 
Acquisition 

 
TOTAL Residential 

Commercial 
&Industrial 

Customer 
Credit 

Program 

2000 $3,008,218 $2,153,229 $201,943 $235,068 $5,363,391 

2001 $4,673,733 $3,486,817 $294,629 $347,475 $8,455,179 

2002 $5,730,079 $4,368,623 $488,602 $395,078 $10,587,304 

2003 $5,249,782 $6,918,895 $325,069 $464,157 $12,493,746 

2004 $5,703,131 $7,503,109 $235,402 $551,193 $13,441,642 

2005 $5,840,404 $8,331,084 $379,807 $544,269 $14,551,295 

2006 $6,977,303 $6,423,083 $834,515 $604,052 $14,234,901 

2007 $8,185,303 $8,628,863 $1,545,890 $974,664 $18,360,056 

2008 $8,907,393 $19,841,538 $1,169,560 $1,530,343 $29,918,491 

2009 $8,166,565 $15,765,178 $885,367 $1,160,699 $24,817,110 

2010 $10,371,586 $21,423,350 $179,264 $1,571,826 $31,974,200 

2011 $11,014,403 $21,216,670 $0 $2,523,760 $32,231,073 

2012 $13,885,866 $18,113,802 $192,307 $3,140,907 $32,191,975 

2013 $13,535,082 $16,899,762 $1,888,167 $3,698,708 $32,323,010 

2014 $15,678,310 $25,285,093 $834,606 $3,439,585 $41,798,009 
 

EVT resource acquisition spending on residential, commercial & industrial, and the Customer Credit 

Programs are reflected above, along with spending associated with development and support services 

related to non-resource acquisition.  On average for the 2000-2014 time period, spending on residential  

programs has comprised approximately 40% of total EVT spending. Spending on commercial & industrial 

and Customer Credit Program (taken together) has comprised approximately 55% of total EVT spending.  

Non-resource acquisition spending has comprised 5% of total EVT spending. 

The spending totals shown for each sector in the above table are a combination of customer incentives, 

technical assistance for customers, operating costs, and support services. On average for the past five 

years spending on customer incentives and technical assistance has represented approximately 60% of 

EVT spending on residential sector and 75% of total EVT spending on commercial and industrial sector.  

The remainder of EVT spending on those sectors are a combination of operating costs and support 
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services required to deliver the programs and develop new ones. For a more detailed summary of EVT’s 

budget, see Efficiency Vermont’s Annual Reports from 2000-2014 here 

https://www.efficiencyvermont.com/About-Us/Oversight-Reports-Plans/Annual-Reports-amp-Plans. 

 

Exhibit A-2 

Electricity Saved by EEUs each year, Historical and Projected (MWhs) 

 Year EVT BED Total 

H
is

to
ri

ca
l 

2000 6,293 43,121 49,414 

2001 37,605 45,494 83,099 

2002 76,079 49,009 125,088 

2003 117,784 51,444 169,228 

2004 166,508 53,741 220,249 

2005 219,799 53,570 273,368 

2006 273,058 51,368 324,426 

2007 336,511 54,346 390,857 

2008 434,844 57,065 491,909 

2009 520,986 60,900 581,886 

2010 588,094 58,087 646,182 

2011 679,200 62,213 741,413 

2012 737,602 64,362 801,965 

2013 780,622 65,626 846,248 

2014 811,356 68,637 879,994 

2015 940,190 71,622 1,011,812 

Sum 2000-2015 6,726,533 910,604 7,637,137 

P
ro

je
ct

ed
 

2016 1,006,753 73,365 1,080,118 

2017 1,037,064 72,811 1,109,874 

2018 1,053,246 73,375 1,126,621 

2019 1,087,779 73,435 1,161,214 

2020 1,103,287 71,171 1,174,458 

2021 1,110,398 72,109 1,182,507 

2022 1,126,217 71,583 1,197,800 

2023 1,129,993 71,668 1,201,661 

2024 1,137,979 72,283 1,210,262 

2025 1,095,993 72,622 1,168,615 

 

 

 

https://www.efficiencyvermont.com/About-Us/Oversight-Reports-Plans/Annual-Reports-amp-Plans
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Exhibit A-3 
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Exhibit A-4 
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Heating and fuel-process efficiency (unregulated fuels) 

Q1  

Column 2 in the table below shows the total nominal dollar amount (in millions) spent by Vermont end 

users in 2013 on purchases of fossil fuels (2013 is the most recent year for which there is complete data 

on aggregate spending on energy products in Vermont). Column 3 shows the average percentage of the 

retail consumer price of these fossil fuels that has historically gone to pay upstream wholesale 

commodity costs, calculated for the last 10 years. Column 4 is the product of the values in Columns 2 

and 3, and represents the total dollar amount of Vermont consumer spending on fossil fuels that flows 

out of state to pay for commodity costs and other upstream expenses such as shipping or transmission 

costs.  

1 2 3 4 = 2 x 3 

Fuel 
Total Retail 
Expenditure     

Wholesale 
Percentage of 

Retail Price 

Dollars leaving 
Vermont 

Distillates* 711 86% 619 

Propane 310 57% 177 

Natural Gas 101 69% 70 

Total 1,122 N/A 865 

*Includes Kerosene and Residual Fuel Oil. Majority is No.2 Heating Oil. 

Q2 

The statutory goals codified in 10 V.S.A. 581 set a target of 80,000 residential units weatherized by 2020. The 

graphs and table below represent a hypothetical scenario in which this target is met by weatherizing 8,000 units a 

year starting in 2011. Note this implies that as of the end of 2015, 40,000 units would have been weatherized. The 

actual number of units weatherized to date is well below 40,000 but for the purposes of this question, both the 

historical trajectory of weatherization and the PSB-ordered interim targets are ignored.    

Exhibit 1 presents the fuel oil price forecasts used to estimate fuel bill savings associated with residential shell 

improvements. Each of these forecasts comes from the Energy Information Administration’s Annual Energy 

Outlook, published in 2015.  

Exhibit 2 presents the total statewide fuel bill savings (in 2015 dollars) for each AEO price forecast in a hypothetical 

scenario where 8,000 residential units are weatherized each year for 10 years, starting in 2011. The growth in fuel 

bill savings shown in this graph results from reductions in consumption of fuel oil that continue to save household 

heating costs each year after the initial investment has been made.   

Exhibit 3 presents the first year of fuel bill savings (in 2015 dollars) experienced by the 8,000 households newly 

weatherized each year for each AEO forecast. These savings are accumulated into the totals in Exhibit 2.  
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Exhibit 4 presents the average amount of household fuel bill savings (in 2015 $) for each AEO price forecast. 

Average savings is calculated by dividing the statewide fuel bill savings totals in Exhibit 2 by the hypothetical 

number of households weatherized.  

Exhibit 1 

 

 

Exhibit 2 
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Exhibit 3 

 

 

Exhibit 4 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Households Weatherized 8,000 16,000 24,000 32,000 40,000 48,000 56,000 64,000 72,000 80,000 

Average Fuel Bill Savings: 

High Prices 

$835 $881 $876 $800 $752 

$794 $828 $857 $882 $903 

Average Fuel Bill Savings: 

Mid Prices 
$735 $725 $717 $712 $708 

Average Fuel Bill Savings: 

Low Prices 
$713 $686 $666 $652 $641 
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